The Securities Law Disclosure Rules of the Road Regarding Executive Illness

By Allan Horwich*

I. Introduction

This article analyzes the federal securities law principles that apply to disclosures regarding the health of certain senior corporate executives and other persons whose contribution to the financial performance of the company is particularly significant. I addressed these issues in detail in 2009. The recent death of the CEO of CSX Corporation suggests that it is time to revisit that analysis. This Article will not discuss the basic principles in the level of detail presented in 2009. The reader is also referred to subsequent articles cited here, which address basic securities law concepts summarized in this Article. The purpose here is to present, succinctly albeit without oversimplification, the principal concepts applicable to disclosure issues regarding executive health.

In the earlier article I focused on a narrow category of persons I termed “luminaries,” defined there as “an executive or other person . . . who is perceived as pivotal to the financial health and prospects of the corporation.” Limiting the disclosure question to “luminaries,” though it facilitated the analysis, may have been unduly narrow. Facts regarding persons whose performance is less than pivotal may nevertheless be material to the financial performance of the company, applying the standards of materiality discussed later. Where the analysis largely duplicates my earlier arguments, I will direct the reader to that discussion.

II. Factual Background

To set the stage for the legal analysis, here are some more recent serious illnesses and deaths of senior executives of public reporting companies. The purpose here is not to critique their employer’s compliance with the securities laws. Rather, this demonstrates that the issue of corporate disclosure regarding executive health is a recurring and important issue.

On December 14, 2017, CSX Corporation announced that its CEO E. Hunter Harrison “is on medical leave due to unexpected
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complications from a recent illness.” Harrison died the next day. The press had earlier reported questions about his health. On February 15, 2017, CoreLogic, Inc. announced that its CEO Anand Nallathambi had been granted “a temporary medical leave of absence.” He died 15 days later. On April 25, 2011, Acura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. announced that Andrew Reddick, its CEO, “has begun a leave of absence for health reasons for an as-yet undetermined period.” He died three days later.

In many cases, illness, or the potential for some disability, has been disclosed before the executive took any leave of absence. One notable instance was when Sergey Brin, a founder of the company now known as Alphabet Inc., announced in 2008 that he has a gene mutation that increases his likelihood of contracting Parkinson’s disease. Cardiovascular Systems, Inc. announced in late 2015 that its CEO David Martin “has recently been diagnosed with cancer and is undergoing treatment. [He] is feeling well and will continue to perform his duties as CEO, though some activities, such as travel, may be limited.” Martin began a leave of absence two months later and resigned early the following year. In December 2014 Dale B. Schenk, CEO of Prothena Corporation PLC announced that he had been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. Nearly two years later he began a medical leave of absence. He died four days later.

III. The Legal Principles, Including Executive Health

(a) No Rule of the Securities and Exchange Commission Directly Addresses Health-Related Disclosures

There is no Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rule that expressly requires any disclosure regarding executive health. I recommended that a narrow disclosure requirement be added to Form 8-K. I am not aware of any support for, much less consideration by the SEC staff of, the proposed rule. While one commentator has suggested that the SEC “clarify that corporate executives do not need to disclose their personal information to shareholders,” others have supported a disclosure requirement. One commentator has proposed that there be SEC rules requiring disclosure regarding executive “personal facts.” Another proposal suggested leaving the decision in the hands of the board of directors. After analyzing the complexities that would be entailed in making public disclosures about executive health, two commentators concluded, “In the end, given the impracticability associated with fashioning and enforcing a rule requiring disclosures related to a CEO’s health, it appears to be most feasible to expect investors to make do with a simple, accurate disclosure of the CEO’s age.”
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In today’s regulatory climate, which concentrates on paring superfluous and overlapping disclosure rules, as in the pending sweeping review of Regulation S-K, there is no reason to believe that the SEC will take up this sensitive issue. The public’s interest to know personal matters regarding executives, including their marital infidelity and drug use, is not matched by mandatory disclosure requirements. This Article is limited to one area of potential investor concern, situations where ill health may impair job performance. This is not to suggest that other matters, including conduct that could expose the executive to blackmail or substance abuse that could impair performance, are not worthy of similar consideration applying the same legal concepts.

(b) The Basic Concepts of Disclosure under the Federal Securities Laws

Where there is no specific SEC mandatory disclosure rule applicable to public reporting companies, the principal legal concepts that apply are the prohibitions on materially false statements and so-called half-truths imposed by Rule 10b-5. Rule 10b-5(b) makes it unlawful “[t]o make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.” Thus if a company knowingly or recklessly made a materially false statement about an executive’s medical condition it would violate Rule 10b-5, exposing the company to an SEC enforcement action or a civil damage class action.

(c) The Importance of the Half-Truth Concept

The knowing affirmative false statement is the easy case. The more vexing issue where executive health is involved is liability for the material half-truth. When is an affirmative statement about an executive who happens to be seriously ill misleading when the statement says nothing about his health? In my prior article I stated:

If the CEO were mentally incapacitated, a statement that the senior management team is poised to execute the company’s growth plan, if not outright false, may be a misleading half-truth in failing to disclose that a primary member of that team is, in fact, not up to the task . . . Publication in the annual report of a picture of the management team that includes the CEO, taken some months earlier, when at the time of publication he is undergoing aggressive chemotherapy that materially interferes with his mental acuity, could also be a half-truth if not altogether misleading—the photograph is accurate, but it is incomplete in not disclosing the condition of the CEO that renders the message conveyed by the photograph misleading.

Not everyone may agree with the implications I drew from hypo-
thetical disclosures, such as that a statement that the senior management team is poised to execute the company’s growth plan necessarily means that every single member of the team is fully up to the task. These may be close questions, especially where the underlying issue is the highly sensitive, and often factually complex, one of an individual’s health.

An extreme version of the half-truth argument is that the mere identification of the executive, such as in the annual proxy statement, is misleading if it fails to disclose a significant illness, perhaps even a debilitating one, because identifying without qualification someone as occupying a specific position arguably necessarily implies that she is capable of, and is in fact performing, the duties associated with that position, whether as defined in an employment agreement, a corporate governance document (such as bylaws that specify the duties of someone with a particular title), or simply as generally understood. If this argument were accepted, then the half-truth concept would compel the disclosure of any material health impairment or disability no later than the next proxy statement. This does not appear to be the practice of public companies generally.

(d) The Important Role of Scienter When Addressing Corporate Liability

Liability arises under Rule 10b-5 only if the party that made the statement, here the corporation, acted with scienter. As explained in the seminal decision, here scienter “refers to a mental state embracing intent to deceive, manipulate, or defraud.” In Hochfelder, the Court reserved whether scienter includes reckless conduct; the lower courts have concluded that recklessness is encompassed by scienter.

Thus, a knowingly false statement by the corporation regarding an executive’s health, as well as a knowing half-truth on the approach advanced above, would, if material, expose the company to liability. The courts have not developed a uniform definition of recklessness in this context. One definition specifies that reckless conduct may be defined as a highly unreasonable omission, involving not merely simple, or even inexcusable negligence, but an extreme departure from the standards of ordinary care, and which presents a danger of misleading buyers or sellers that is either known to the defendant or is so obvious that the actor must have been aware of it.

If the company had “obvious” indications of an executive’s significant infirmity, such as lengthy absences from work, aberrant behavior, or medical treatment in the office, any explicit or perhaps implicit statement to the effect that the individual was up to the tasks at hand, that his performance was not materially
impaired by ill-health, might be reckless in violation of Rule 10b-5. Willful blindness is recognized as a form of scienter.  

(e) The Materiality Test

As the text of Rule 10b-5(b) makes plain, the rule prohibits only material misrepresentations and half-truths. A fact that is omitted is material if there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable shareholder would consider it important in deciding whether to buy or sell securities, “there must be a substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the ‘total mix’ of information made available.” One of the most difficult judgments in complying with securities law disclosure requirements, avoiding missteps, is determining whether a particular fact is material. It may not be easy to determine with confidence whether a particular medical condition is material to an executive’s ability to perform his job, the factor that would fit neatly in the materiality category—something investors would consider important in deciding whether to buy or sell company stock. At the very least, however, it seems facile to dismiss health issues as immaterial, as two authors have done. For example, when the CEO of CSX Corp. took a medical leave of absence the stock of the company declined more than 7%. Immediate stock market reaction to news is often a strong indicator of the materiality of the information whose disclosure preceded the movement.

This difficulty may even be greater in the case of disclosure regarding a medical condition when the information has a forward-looking dimension to it. As discussed in my earlier article, complex issues of probability arise when addressing a prognosis and the likelihood of an adverse outcome, which may be short term, intermediate term, or only long term.

One of the factors that must go into any materiality determination is whether the information that has not been disclosed would, if disclosed, alter the total mix of information made available to investors. The “total mix” test takes into account what investors already know, not only from the company itself but from other sources. For example, the public appearance of an executive that reveals a significant infirmity or disability, especially where that has been the subject of public commentary, may mean that any further disclosure by the company would not “significantly alter[] the total mix of information” because the public already knows the substance of the situation. On the other hand, one’s outward appearance or manner may be ambiguous or reveal far less than the full story. This, again, presents the conundrum of applying the concept of materiality to a specific set of facts, for which there are no bright line guidelines.
In a case where the plaintiff seeks to prove reliance on a defendant’s deception applying the fraud-on-the-market presumption, the total mix concept is related to the truth-on-the-market defense. This is invoked where the defendant argues that the facts it allegedly omitted or misrepresented were already known to the market, so that its own failure of disclosure did not harm investors. In a leading case the court held that “in a fraud on the market case, the defendant’s failure to disclose material information may be excused where that information has been made credibly available to the market by other sources.”

(f) The Duty to Correct, the Duty to Update, and Liability for Forward-Looking Statements

There are two significant liability pitfalls for a company that chooses to make a disclosure regarding an executive’s medical condition. These both entail the application of existing, even if not easily applied, concepts under Rule 10b-5.

If a company made a statement regarding someone’s medical condition that was believed to be accurate at the time but the company later learned that the information was not correct when the statement was made, when the company does learn of the inaccuracy there is a duty under Rule 10b-5 to correct the earlier statement. The failure to make the correction once the company learns that the earlier statement was not accurate when made will subject the company to liability from that point forward.

Exposure under this principle could arise where questions are raised about an executive’s health and the company chooses to respond, denying the rumors. If it later learns that the denial was not accurate, it is exposed to liability beginning a reasonable time after it learns that the earlier statement was false when made.

A much more problematic situation arises when the statement was accurate when made but, because of intervening events, is no longer true. Is there a duty to update the earlier statement? The Seventh Circuit has held that there is no liability under Rule 10b-5 for a failure to update. Other courts, however, recognize a duty to update, albeit in narrow circumstances, generally only when the statement that allegedly should have been updated itself had some forward-looking component to it. This might arise in the illness context when the company made a statement about an executive’s prognosis, and later developments caused a change in the prognosis. If the earlier statement remained “alive” in the minds of investors, the company may be obligated to provide new information when that is materially different from what was said earlier. The duty to update, at least in theory, imposes a slippery slope of ongoing assessments of whether and
when a prior statement must be revised.

A very real practical problem may arise here. The executive may have been quite willing at the outset to provide favorable health information to dispel a rumor. The executive may, however, choose not to volunteer a change in his health, or at the very least be less forthcoming, if he suffers a turn for the worse, making it difficult for the company to fulfill any duty to update. This duty—where again liability arises only if the company acts with scienter (an intent to deceive or recklessness)—should not be triggered if the company had no information about the deterioration of the executive’s health. This presents the issue of whether, when the company makes a statement about someone’s health, it should obtain an agreement obligating that individual to update the company if there is a material change.

There can also be liability for making a false forward-looking statement, most commonly an earnings projection. To tamp down on Rule 10b-5 claims based on forward-looking statements that did not bear out, Congress adopted a safe harbor for forward-looking statements. For claims based on Rule 10b-5 the protection is provided by Section 21E(c) of the Exchange Act. A public reporting company can rely upon the statutory safe harbor for forward-looking statements to defeat a claim that a forward-looking statement turned out not to be true if the company made “meaningful cautionary statements identifying important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statement.” However, this statutory defense is available only with regard to forward-looking statements as defined in the statute. The covered statements are fundamentally of a financial nature. This protection seems not to be available as a defense to liability for a deceptive forward-looking statement limited to a prognosis of someone’s health. If, however, this statement were coupled with a forward-looking statement about the financial effect on the company, then at least that portion of the statement could take advantage of the liability shield in Section 21E(c).

An alternative, that is not constrained by a statutory definition, is the bespeaks caution doctrine, from which the statutory safe harbor was developed. The leading case on the judicial doctrine held that

when an offering document’s forecasts, opinions or projections are accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements, the forward-looking statements will not form the basis for a securities fraud claim if those statements did not affect the “total mix” of information the document provided investors. In other words, cautionary language, if sufficient, renders the alleged omissions or misrepresentations immaterial as a matter of law.

While expressed in terms of financial projections, nothing in the
judge-made doctrine, which is an interpretation of the general concept of materiality, should be understood as confined to statements about financial outcomes. Thus, a statement containing a medical prognosis that does not bear out ought to be immaterial if the original statement included appropriate cautions and qualifiers clearly stating the contingencies and uncertainties that apply, qualifiers of the type a medical professional could provide regarding the uncertainty of a prognosis.

IV. The Tension with Medical Privacy

There is inevitably a clash between any proposal for mandatory disclosure of health information by any executive to his company for its use in crafting public disclosures and the executive’s desire for privacy, to keep personal medical information out of the public domain. Commentators who have delved into the various sources of legal privacy protection have generally not found a basis to protect executives under existing statutes and regulations, where the disclosure would be made by the corporation rather than, for example, someone treating the executive.

One way to deal with any issue about corporate access to executive medical information would be to include in any employment contract between the executive and the company an obligation on the part of the employee to disclose to the company any information that may be material to the executive’s ability to perform his job functions together with a waiver granting the company the discretion to make disclosure as it deems appropriate. Because there is no mandatory disclosure requirement on the part of the company, this would place the executive in the hands of the company to decide whether to reveal private medical information that was not required to be disclosed by an explicit rule. There is, of course, nothing remarkable about a company disclosing more than may be required by law, either for its direct benefit or to curry favor with the investing community by adopting a transparent approach.

V. Best Practices

In this highly sensitive area of personal health, where a statement believed to have been true when made often does not comport with the ultimate reality, there are a few guidelines.

A. Many of the thorny questions can be side-stepped if the executive agrees to make prompt disclosure to the company of an adverse medical development and is willing to defer to the company to make a good faith judgment, after consultation with counsel, about whether, and if so what, to disclose, principally whether the information is material, applying the fundamental Rule 10b-5 disclosure concepts summarized above. This may be a fair price to pay in exchange for the opportunities of employment,
not the least of which may be very substantial compensation. If the executive and the company decide to proceed without making that agreement, the company in particular must recognize that the potential for liability is uncertain, albeit this has not been an area of active litigation—yet.

B. Any statement about health must be made carefully, with the full verification of a medical professional. If an employee makes disclosure directly to the company, she should permit her doctor to confirm the information before the company makes a public disclosure. The employee should agree to provide updates as requested by the company, which, again, would exercise good faith judgment, based on advice by counsel, whether any earlier statement (i) was not correct when made or (ii) should be updated, based on cases applying Rule 10b-5.

C. Any statements about health, whether or not forward-looking on their face, should be accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements stating what could occur that would change the situation described. This is essential if there is—as seems inherent—any element of a prognosis in the statement, such as the prospects for a full recovery or for a return to work by a date certain.
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